JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. But that merely suggests that the whole range of such words is generally condemnatory, and that here when justifiable furiae is provoked, in order to be acceptable, it must be modified by iustus. In response to Cairns' argument, D. P. Fowler has noted: "If you want to distinguish justified anger from irrational rage, you do it more clearly than by using words from the same root" (G&R 37 [1990] 108). I should think this is so, but it is worth noting that the ancients also attempted to make the distinction, though not in a way that will assuage uneasiness about Aeneas' final act: quidam "furorem" pro bono et innocenti motu accipiunt, "furias" semper pro malo (DServ. ad Aen. 4.474). The observation per se is philologically and critically worthless (as Aen. 8.494 proves); DServ. or his source just needed at this moment to formulate a "scientific" rule so as to blame Dido, as some at Aen. 12.946-47 seem to need to do in order to praise Aeneas.
